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PMSA 2019 Annual Conference
Breaks Records
The PMSA 2019 Annual Conference shattered our
previous attendance records. With more than 340
attendees, the event was easily our most well-attended
conference in PMSA history! Pharma data scientists,
marketers, data vendors, and consultants all converged
in San Diego, April 14 - 17, to discuss leading edge

topics such as machine learning/AI, real world data, probability models, and
more. Check out the article below for a recap of the conference and a photo
gallery from the event. PMSA members and conference attendees: Click here
and login to view all of the conference photos.

The momentum does not stop with the Annual Conference! PMSA has
increased the number of sessions in our popular webinar program. Each
month, PMSA will offer several free webinars on hot topics in the pharma
analytics industry. PMSA webinars occur on Wednesdays, from 12:00 - 1:00
PM ET. Click here for details on upcoming webinar sessions, and to register.

PMSA has also just released the 2019 edition of the PMSA Journal, including
an article from the recipients of the PMSA 2019 Conference Best Podium
Presentation Award, Srihari Jaganathan, UCB Inc. and Ka Lok Lee, IQVIA. Be
sure to check out the latest issue! If you would like to contribute to the next
edition, submit an abstract via our website. Abstracts are due on July 15!   

Jin Tong 
President, PMSA

PMSA 2019 Conference Wrap-Up
 

The PMSA 2019 Annual Conference broke records, with the highest
attendance ever for a PMSA event! More than 340 data scientists, consultants,
and data vendors converged in San Deigo, California to discuss pharma data
industry trends, with an emphasis on AI/machine learning developments.  
 
Best Podium Presentation 
Each year, PMSA gives the Best Podium Presenter Award to the highest
ranked presentation as selected by conference attendees. Attendees were
asked to rank all podium presenters based on several criteria -- insightfullness
and applicability of the presentation, ability of the speaker to engage with the
audience, and extent to which expectations were met. 
 
The podium presentation that was ranked the highest was: Simple Probability
Models for Predicting Aggregate or Sparse Data: An Empirical Analysis of
Projecting Patient Persistency, presented by Srihari Jaganathan, UCB Inc. and
Ka Lok Lee, IQVIA. Click here to view the abstract. The runner-up presentation
was Industrializing Machine Learning in Pharma: Challenges, Use Cases, and
ROI presented by Kaiwen Zhong, Project Lead, Axtria; Ashish Sharma,
Principal, Axtria; and Daniel Kinney, Sr. Director, Data and Analytics Platforms,
Janssen Pharmaceuticals.  
 
Best Poster Presentation 
The winner of the 2019 PMSA Best Poster Presentation Award was An All-
Encompassing Machine-Learning Attribution Model to Plan, Predict and
Measure Impact at the Channel and HCP Level, presented by Mark Ortlepp,
Principal – Advanced Analytics, Brand & Marketing CoE, IQVIA and Justin
Hawver, Engagement Manager – Advanced Analytics, Brand & Marketing CoE,
IQVIA.  Click here to view the abstract. 
 
Lifetime Achievement Award 
The 2019 PMSA Lifetime Achievement Award was presented to Michel
Denarié, for his contributions to PMSA and the pharma analytics community.
Click here to read more about his career in the pharma data analytics industry. 
 
Women in Analytics Luncheon 
The 2019 conference featured the debut of the Women in Analytics Luncheon
on Tuesday, April 16. More than 50 data scientists attended the luncheon,
which focused on "The Power of Advice". Participants discussed such topics
as "What is the most valuable piece of advice that you have received?", favorite
life-hacks, current advice needs, and recent problems that have been solved.
The luncheon was moderated by PMSA Program Committee chair Arlene Little. 

JOURNAL OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL MANAGEMENT SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

PMSA Journal: New Issue Released 
 
The Journal of the Pharmaceutical Management Science Association is
the official research publication of PMSA. The 2019 edition is now available! 
 
In the latest issue:

Simple Probability Models for Predicting Aggregate or Sparse Data: An Empirical
Analysis of Projecting Patient Persistency 
Srihari Jaganathan, Head, Advanced Analytics, UCB Inc. and Ka Lok Lee, Senior
Associate Director, Advanced Analytics and Consulting Services, IQVIA  
 
An Approach to Operationalizing Next Best Action in Pharmaceutical
Communications and Marketing 
Marc-david Cohen, Ph.D., Chief Science Officer, Aktana Inc.; Amy Baer, Senior
Data Scientist, Aktana Inc.; Michael Steiner, Senior Data Scientist, Aktana Inc. 
 
Aligning Product Forecasts to Physician Target Universe 
Ester Oben Etah, Principal, Launch Excellence, IQVIA 
 
The Power of Feature Engineering Automation 
Jean-Patrick Tsang, PhD & MBA (INSEAD), President of Bayser  
 
Advanced Targeting for TV and Digital Case Studies 
Bob Doyle, Senior Director, Consumer, US Brand & Marketing CoE, IQVIA; Daniel
Vun Kannon, Manager, Client Solutions, US Brand & Marketing CoE, IQVIA; Yong
Cai, Director, Advanced Analytics, IQVIA  
 
Dynamic Asymptote Approach to Measure Interaction Among Promotion Channels 
Shubham Lahoti, Associate Director, Axtria; Varun Jain, Associate Director, Axtria;
and Adarsh Gautam, Project Lead, Axtria  

 
Call for Abstracts 
 
Submission deadline for abstracts: Monday, July 15, 2019 
Authors will be contacted by: Monday, September 9, 2019 
 
You are invited to submit an abstract to be considered for an article in the next
issue of the PMSA Journal. The Journal of the Pharmaceutical Management
Science Association is the official research publication of PMSA, and focuses
on leading edge topics of interest to pharma data science professionals. 
 
Abstract submissions are due by Monday, July 15, 2019.  

PMSA Journal Submission Guidelines
Past Issues of the Journal

Please contact Chris Walls at cwalls@pmsa.org if you have any questions.  

Click Here to Submit an Abstract

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

PMSA Member Spotlight:
Scott Hull, Takeda 
 
Each edition of PMSA Notes will include a
spotlight on a noteworthy PMSA member.
This month's spotlight focuses on new PMSA
Board member Scott Hull, Director,
Advanced Analytics, at Takeda. He works
with stakeholders by applying modeling
techniques to solve business problems, and
his key role and passion is as an Analytics
Translator and a leader of Data Scientists.  

 
PMSA: Do you have any predictions for the future?  
Scott:  We need more Analytics Translators. They help ensure that
organizations achieve real impact from their analytics initiatives (which has the
added benefit of keeping data scientists fulfilled and more likely to stay on,
easing executives’ stress over sourcing that talent). 
 
We need to get better at storytelling with our data. Our stakeholders are
typically less analytical, and careful attention to the story in the data is more
important than ever.

Click here to read the complete interview! 
 

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

The Secret Ingredient
to Product Success 
 

Product launches are challenging. With so many moving pieces, it’s easy for
resource-strapped commercial operations executives to lose sight of a
foundational process that can make or break a new therapy: collecting and
managing commercial data. 
 
Pharma companies shouldn’t build a product launch plan on anything less than
rock-solid information and a strategy to govern it properly. Poor data
management can result in lost information, fuzzy insights, inaccurate forecasts
and diminished profits. In other words, a product launch bust. Accurate, data-
powered insights, on the other hand, can help contribute to a product’s
success.  
 
It’s tempting to seek quick-fix solutions to data management challenges in the
form of buzzword-laden technologies that provide “Big Data solutions,” or
“advanced analytics.” Of course, these new technologies can be integral to a
successful data management strategy. By themselves, however, they will do
little to help a company.  
 
Therefore, commercial leaders in charge of new products must focus first on
data and then incorporate these technologies and solutions into a
comprehensive data management strategy. Sales and marketing executives
should implement clear governance policies to control how the company
manages data and work closely with other stakeholders, such as IT, to ensure
the data management strategy will help the commercial team achieve its goals. 
 
Data fuels analytics that can help a company’s commercial leaders accurately
project a drug’s commercial performance, properly size a sales force, align
efficient sales territories, identify the highest value physicians to detail (and
how often), create actionable sales reports, and build a fair and motivating
incentive compensation plan.  
 
Read the white paper to learn how to put data acquisition and management
first. 
 

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

What Big Pharma Needs to Learn
About Disruption From Other
Industries 
 
Technology induced transformation and disruption has
shaken up the business world. While legacy industries like
banking and manufacturing have embraced

transformation, big pharma has been quick to point out its uniqueness and
consequently refused to undergo its transformation journey. If it doesn’t act
soon, this may well be the beginning of the end of pharma as we know it. 
 
The role of digital technology and big data is rapidly shifting, from being drivers
of marginal efficiency to enablers of disruption. These large-scale, sweeping
disruptions provide unparalleled opportunities for value creation, but also
represent a major source of risk.  
 
Challenges of these transformations include changing customer expectations,
cultural adaptations, and identifying the right skills. These challenges need to
be addressed by industry leaders to unlock the substantial benefits at play.
Pharma leaders often cite that regulations pose unique challenges to their
operating model - but the BFSI industry (say) is also heavily regulated. In fact,
like BFSI, big pharma is witnessing the advent of consumer-centricity.
Consumers are now empowered to choose from unlimited healthcare options
for their wellbeing, forcing a strategic rethink from pharmaceuticals. This
(welcome) disruption is paving the way for the next chapter of healthcare
innovation. Brands that see this as an opportunity rather than a challenge are
primed for success. Although the industry is facing challenges during this
disruptive era, there are great lessons to be learnt (rather than distinctions to be
drawn) in the manner some industries are tackling their problems.  
 
Click here to read the complete article. 
 
 

2019 PMSA Annual Conference Sponsors

PMSA Board of Directors
Jin Tong, Novartis 

President 

 

Vishal Chaudhary, Sanofi 

Vice President 

 

Igor Rudychev, Pfizer 

Treasurer/Secretary 

 

Arlene Little, Genentech  

Professional Development Chair 

 

Nuray Yurt, Novartis 

Research and Education Chair 

 

Haibei Jiang, Bayer Pharmaceuticals 

Marketing Chair  

  

Nathan Wang, Janssen Pharmaceuticals 

Program Committee Lead 

  

Mehul Shah, Sanofi 

Program Committee 

 

Scott Hull, Takeda 

Program Committee 

 

Karthikeyan Chidambaram, Genentech 

Executive Advisory Council 

 

Jason Carlin, Novartis 

Executive Advisory Council 

 

If you are employed by a pharmaceutical or biotech manufacturer and are interested in joining the

board in the future, please reach out to us to let us know! Contact Chris Walls at cwalls@pmsa.org.

We’ll keep you in mind for the next possible opportunity. 

 

PMSA Notes Editor: 
Haibei Jiang, Marketing Chair 
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